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Hidden Features:

Video Gallery: 

A new video is unlocked each time a new cinematic has 
been watched in the game. Once the player has unlocked a 
video, it will be available through the “Special Features / 
Video Gallery” menu.  

Making of: 

The making of is unlocked when the game is finished in any 
difficulty settings. Once the player has unlocked the making
of, it will be available through the “Special Features / 
Making of” menu. 

Weapon Gallery: 

A new secondary weapon image is unlocked each time the 
player found a new secondary weapon. Once the player has 
unlocked a secondary weapon image, it will be available 
through the “Special Features / Weapon Gallery” menu. 

Artwork Gallery: 

Character Gallery: (20 images)

A new character or environment image is unlocked each 
time the player break a breakable chest in the game. Once 
the player has unlocked a new character image, it will be 
available through the “Special Features / Character Gallery”
menu. 
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Environment Gallery: (30 images)

A new character or environment image is unlocked each 
time the player break a breakable chest in the game. Once 
the player has unlocked a new environment image, it will be
available through the “Special Features / Environment 
Gallery” menu. 

Illustration Gallery: (15 images)

All illustration images are unlocked when the player finish 
the game with the second ending.  Once the player has 
unlocked all illustration images, it will be available through 
the “Special Features / Illustration Gallery” menu. 
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Hidden Special Weapon: 

Some weapons are special and are very hard to find. Here’s 
a walkthrough for each one of them. 

Tediz: In the mecanical tour. 

 1- In this big room, go left.                       2- Go down and 
left 

 3- Break the weapon rack                         4- You just found 
the Tediz
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Hockey Stick: In the central room. 

 1- Put the lever this way.                          2- Rebound your 
way down. 

 3- Go up on the plateform                       4- You just found 
the Hockey Stick
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Light Sword: In the mystic cave.  

 1- You have to open this door.                  2- Follow the path 
to this switch. 

 3- Down there is a hole.                            4- You just found 
the Light Sword.
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Flamingo: In the vegetal tower. 

 1- Hit the switch and use the platform    2- Follow the path 
with the ledges
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 3- Go down on the platform                   4- You just found 
the flamingo.

Rayman Fist: In the catacomb.

 1- At the stairs, turn right.                            2- After the 
jump, turn left.
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 3- Break the weapon rack.                           4- You just 
found the Rayman Fist.
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